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Authors: Colombian / international 

 

Call to publish opinion essays: 6 keys to publish in Edumedia-3 

 

1- In this session (Authors) of our website http://edumedia3.co publish Colombian and 

international authors who are researchers and / or are part of a research group 

2- The principal topic is: the relationships between communication, media and 

education 

3- We receive opinion essays in Spanish, English, Portuguese and French that are 

between 500 and 1000 words; in Times New Roman; 1.5 spaced; pages in letter size; 

normal margin (lower and upper: 2.5 cm, right and left: 3.0 cm) 

4- We receive simple or less complex texts, if the document contains references to 

texts and authors, these should be part of the opinion essay, without using academic 

articles norms 

5- After the title the author includes their names and surnames, their level of studies 

and position, their email, city and country 

6- The opinion essay will be taken into account for its possible publication, which does 

not oblige Edumedia-3 to publish it 

 

Requirements to send the writings: 

 

- Send the writing in Word to edit it or modify it in the web portal 

- Send the text to the mail edumedia-3@utp.edu.co  

- When sending the text we understand that the author authorizes the publication 

- Send a photo of the author with a maximum size of 300 Kb  

 

 

http://edumedia3.co/
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Possible topics for opinion essays 

 

- The media in education and education in the media 

- Cinema in literature and literature in the cinema 

- Movies about educators or their educational work 

- Educational experiences with the media 

- Video games, cinema and literature 

- Video clip, video art in education 

- autobiographical video and education 

- Photography and education 

- School radio 

- School press and school journalism 

- Educator biographies 

- Identity and media 

- Memory and media 

- History and media 

- Science and media 

- Theater and media 

- Visual arts and media 

- Technology, communication and education 

- Other topics of communication, media and education 

 

Note: We thank the authors for contributing to the development of educommunicative 

thinking, media education and media and information literacy. 


